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jivitputrika 2021 date: the upcoming year of jivitputrika is 2021. the festival day is on the 21st of
ashtami of the month of ashwin. all the mothers will take a nirjala fast on this day for the welfare of
their sons. it is a type of ritual where the mothers go a full day without water, fruit or food. on the
next day, they take baths and perform daily worship. the fast is completed by doing parana. it is

considered to be one of the difficult vows. everyones prayers will be heard by the gandharva prince
jimutvahan. the festival is also known as jivitputrika vrat katha or jitiya vrat katha. jivitputrika 2020
wishes and messages: the occasion of jivitputrika is considered to be very auspicious for the people
of the hindu community. jivitputrika vrat, also known as jitiya vrat, is a fasting day where mothers
observe strict fasting (without water, popularly called as nirjala), for the wellness and prosperity of
their children. jitiya vrat or jivitputrika vrat is celebrated for the sake of child’s health and long life.
this festival is celebrated in the month of ashwin as per hindu calendar. it is observed during the

krishna paksha ashtami on the same day as krishna paksha navami. the festival of jivitputrika vrat is
usually celebrated on the second day of the ashwin month. on this day, mothers observe a fast and

sing the jivitputrika vrat katha. it is believed that the mother who listens to the katha will have a
healthy child. the mothers who fast on this day will make their child healthy and have good health in
their life. jivitputrika vrat or jitiya vrat is the jivitputrika vrat on the krishna paksha navami of ashwin
month. this day is observed on the day of krishna paksha navami. jivitputrika vrat is an auspicious

and very important day for married women and unmarried girls. on this day, it is believed that
mothers will have healthy children.
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jitiya vrat or jivitputrika vrat is
also known as jitiya vrat or

jitiya vrat. it is a day to pray
and praise the man who lives
in the sky. the fast on this day
is very tough and the person

who completes it will be
blessed by the gandharva

prince jimutvahan. the women
perform a fast for their

children. they take a clean
bath on this day, chant the

holy mantras and apply tilak
on their foreheads. it is
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believed that gandharva
prince jimutvahan will bless
the fasts of the mothers with

his grace and prayers. this fast
is usually observed in

september and october in the
year. it falls on the ashtami
tithi of the month of krishna

paksha. fasting or pani janti is
a spiritual and traditional

practice. fasting is the best
method to get rich. these fasts
do not involve any physical or
mental agony. in fact, it is a

very easy method to get rid of
diseases and other ailments.
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in short, this practice is based
on the principle of discipline.
people do not like to break

their fast. but if the purpose is
of god then one should not
think twice. the jivitputrika

vrat is the special festival of
women, who go on a janti

(spiritual fast) for the welfare
of their children. it is believed

that by doing this, one can
reduce the pain of childbirth,

which is often a cause of
death. for this purpose,

mothers abstain from food
and water, and focus on their
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children. they do not have a
meal during the fasting period.

they do not have any water.
the only food that is allowed is
cooked rice mixed with honey
and milk. this is called "choti"
and it is given to the children
as a sweet on the third day of
this festival. the fasting period
starts from the midnight of the
seventh day of the dark phase

of the ashtami month of
ashwin. it ends on the ninth
day of the dark phase of the
chaturmas. this day is known

as "nirjalaa" or the day of
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